AurEx: A low-altitude multi-spacecraft mission to discover the driver of the terrestrial substorm
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Abstract
The aurora borealis and australis are beautiful, often dynamic phenomena, but despite their relative familiarity, the processes that power them and drive their motion
and complexity are still very far from being well understood. As well as being important in their own right, aurora provide a key to resolving the open question of what
causes the huge release of magnetic energy that constitutes a magnetospheric substorms. Several single spacecraft missions have advanced our knowledge of auroral
science, but have also demonstrated the limits of what can be discovered with measurements from one spacecraft making a short overflight of a developing aurora.
Multiple spacecraft arranged at appropriate separations, capable of making key in situ measurements and also carrying auroral imagers to provide context are the
logical next step in scientific investigations of how magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes control auroral evolution and in particular the onset of substorms.
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